Water Veins are Harmful

It isn’t possible for us to know precisely how the negative effects of WATER VEINS work. But models can give us some
idea. One common explanation is that, as water flows between layers of rock underground, it produces friction. In turn,
these layers of rock produce electric fields, especially when they are under high pressure. These electric fields then cause
interference with the natural magnetic field of the Earth and produce “turbulence” means GEOPATHIC STRESS
ZONES.The radiation fields from this turbulence then expand beyond the earth’s surface. Another explanation is that the
high pressure of the water flowing underground causes the release of ions, which are then sent upward.
WATER VEINS are highly energizing - even brief exposure has a strong effect on us. In small doses, exposure can be
invigorating. In excess, however, exposure can be detrimental not only to humans but to all living things. For example,
some research studies have indicated that it can cause spiral growth and proliferation in trees as well as scoliosis and
cancer in humans.
Baker-Laporte et al., 2008, 65-66; Teitze, 1997, 58; Saunders, 2003; Croome, 1994
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0960148194901228

WATER VEINS are located at depths of between 45ft and 3,000ft (15 – 1,000 meters) underground. Their effect depends
on their size and distance from the Earth’s surface. But even the deepest WATER VEINS can impact life above ground. If
your home is located over a water vein, the electric field of the WATER VEIN will have an effect throughout the home or
building even though its intensity can vary between rooms and floors. WATER VEINS can affect health quickly. But these
effects may not become apparent for as many as five years or even more.
WATER VEINS act on the human skeletal system. Since research indicates that they can cause rotary or spiral growth in
trees, it takes little imagination to envision what happens to our bones when we are exposed to their influence over the
course of a whole night - the time when we are the most relaxed and vulnerable.
Early symptoms which have been related to exposure:
Feeling drained in the morning
Restless sleep, bad dreams
Constant fatigue, lack of energy
Headaches, migraines
Spinal problems
Discomfort in the joints
Rheumatic problems
Resistance to therapy
Who sleeps on WATER VEINS, might find help only temporarily from massages and chiropractic treatments.
Constant influence of WATER VEINS can lead to fatigue and chronic depression.
Chronic organ diseases (lungs, kidneys, liver, stomach, intestines)
Circulatory disorders
Cancer
Infertility
Miscarriage
Resistance to therapy
Depression

Like exposure to other forms of earth radiation, exposure to WATER VEINS can lead to chronic illnesses and can cause
most medical treatments to be unsuccessful. While patients might show improvement immediately following treatment,
symptoms often return after several days or as soon as several hours. Depression, which is already an effect of exposure,
becomes all the more likely to surface because of the stress of chronic illness.
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